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US-36 & K-22 to get Chip Seal UPDATE

Beginning, Wednesday, June 25, 2014, road work will be underway on US-36 in Republic County and K-22 in Washington County as a chip seal is applied to both highways. On US-36 the project begins at the east city limit of Belleville then east to the Republic/Washington County line. The K-22 project begins at the US-36/K-22 junction then north to the south city limit of Haddam. K-139 beginning at the US-36 junction south to the city of Cuba is included in this project.

Traffic will be controlled by flaggers and pilot car at a reduced speed. The work zones shall be in effect during daylight hours only. Plans call for the projects to be completed in August 8, 2014 weather permitting.

The purpose of the project is to extend the life of the highway while improving ride quality and functionality.
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